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ABSTRACT
The efforts, influenced by governance context and ICT development in Indonesia,
experience conception and adoption processes that form the initiative into national budget
transparency system currently run. This paper uses conception and technology adoption
theory to learn how the budget transparency is concepted by actors in the institution into a
unique transparency concept. It also learns how the concept is adopted into an operational
system in the institution. This paper seeks to understand how ecosystem or actor
configuration within which the conception and adoption processes take place influence
choices on substance of the transparency and transparency system that is built.
Keywords: budget initiative transparency, conception process,adoption process, ICT
ecosystem

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper narrates the working finding
of case study of “Case Study on Open Data
Initiative of Ministry of Finance on National
Budget Transparency in Indonesia”1 that we
(SINERGANTARA Indonesia2) are currently
conducting. The research is initiated and
coordinated
by
World
Wide
Web
Foundation3 and supported by IDRC. The
research is on Open Data initiative in
1

The case study a part of “Open Data in Developng
Countries Studies” whics is initiated and coordinated
by World Wide Web Foundation. The overall goals of
the case study are: (1) Understanding characteristics
of open data initiative of national budget developed
by Ministry of Finance of Indonesia. The system
characteristics to be studied include: what are social
and technical intermediaries of the system to
potential users, how intervention design built in the
system can flow data to potential users, and what are
content characteristics of the system; (2)
Understanding governance structure and other
global context (particularly global information
technology development) that influence emergence
and sustainability level of the open data initiative; (3)
Understanding impacts produced by initiative and
design of national budget data open system on
broader scope of transparency and accountability, as
well as improvement of benefits for community.
2
www.sinergantara.or.id
3
www.webfoundation.org
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Indonesia, with focus on National Budget
transparency on the web that has been
developed by Ministry of Finance of
Indonesia since 2003 and is accessible on
www.kemenkeu.go.id.
Our research found that although
demand for national budget information is
high, as indicated by high intensity of civil
society organizations (CSOs) and research
organizations in –for instance, making
budget analysis, the level of data utilization
in budget data on the web is not yet
accordingly high. It also occurs in the
website of Ministry of Finance.
In this paper, we seek to describe how
ecosystem of initiative / innovation –that
includes Open Data initiative ecosystem in
government- can contribute in explaining this
problem. The initiatve ecosystem that we
refer consists of actors, technical and legal
artifacts that interact with each other and
form actions. Actors in this sense are:
groups of actors in ICT, public policy
makers, and potential users. Then we will
describe how the ecosystem forms itself
through conception process on innovations
and adoption process on innovations
(Yuliar, 2009).
Conception process/phases occur when
the national budget open data initiative is
concepted by actors, who then become
“creators” of this initiative. The process
begins
when
transparency
and
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accountability become dominant issues in
development actors, such as government,
parliament, and civil society organizations
(CSOs) in Indonesia. On one hand, these
actors make enough interactions with legal
artifacts (such as Law on Freedom of
Information, Amendment of Constitution,
etc.), while on the other hand, they are
influenced by rapid development of ICT in
Indonesia. Both facts encourage the birth of
budget transparency initiative in website of
the Ministry of Finance. The budget
transparency also encourages Open Data
initiative.
The adoption process/phases consist of
two
components,
namely
system
development component and data utilization
by end-user component. Adoption process in
system development component occurs
during implementation of the Open Data
initiative. In this case, after the Open Data
initiative
legalized
into
government
organization policy, the initiative is then
delivered to actors who will make direct
interaction with technical artifacts (ICT
department in Ministry, budget management
department, etc) to be implemented. These
actors will build the system, which include
works like managing the web, formatting and
posting budget data into the web, promoting
the Open Data to public, and other works.
The second component of adoption
process, namely the process in end-user
side is when the web content is utilized by
end users. Users or potential users of the
web mostly have relation with different
actors and artifacts; however, the relation is
different from what happens in conception
process. Connectivity among actors and
artifacts in conception process and in this
adoption process is not developed enough.
This condition makes inconsistency between
Open Data initiative objectives –developed
in conception process- and what occurs in
adoption phase, particularly in data
utilization component.
Analysis developed in this paper is
learning from ICT ecosystem from the
national budget Open Data initiative in
Ministry of Finance of Indonesia. In this
case, we try to find learning from weak
connectivity between actors and artifacts in
conception phase and those in adoption
phase, particularly adoption in data
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utilization component, in which the data
published in web is not utilized by potential
users.
2. EXISTING SYSTEM
Transparency
in
governance
in
Indonesia became a serious topic in 1998,
following the fall of Suharto regime.
Transparency issue, mainly brought up by
civil society movement, is often linked as an
element of anti-corruption movement. In five
years after when Indonesian government
implemented decentralization policy and
began to create good governance –which is
also an adoption of international initiativetransparency gained more supports in civil
society movement and in government reform
agenda itself (Antlov & Wetterberg, 2011).
The urge to implement transparency at
more massive level in Indonesia is more
evident when some policies are issued,
particularly Law on Freedom of Public
Information in 20084. The Law obliges
government institutions from central to local
level to make their public documents,
including
public
budget
documents,
transparent. Apart from various issues, such
as
incomplete
implementation
policy
instruments, cause implementation of
information openness policy runs slowly.
Some strategic government institutions at
national level, including Ministry of Finance,
take initiative to implement transparency
practice.
Budget transparency itself becomes an
agenda that gains attention from broad
audience, namely government and civil
society in Indonesia, since middle of first
decade of the 2000s, particularly in 2004.
Indonesian government issued policies that
encourage financial transparency. One of
them is Local Government Financial
Information System5. In addition, budget
transparency implementation, together with
other agenda, such as responsive
government, participatory policy planning,
also become a kind of “mandatory menu” for

4

Law of Republic of Indonesia no. 14/2008, on Public
Information Openness.
5
Regulation of Government of Republic of Indonesia
no 56 / 2005 on Local Financial Information System.
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reformist local government head (Pattiro,
2004).
Indonesia
Government
view
of
transparency in financial sector (Ministry of
Finance RI, 2013) say that improved
transparency is a necessary basis for
improving the efficiency and effectiveness
of fiscal management through:
 Better information will make government
more accountable and lead to better
fiscal policies.
 Broader access to information, better
decisions by actors within and outside
government.
 Stronger public and parliamentary
oversight, and potential for improved
governance and accountability.
 Improve business environment and
attractiveness to FDI, economic growth
and provide further incentives for sound
fiscal policies
Under the State Finance Law6, which is
basis of accountability and responsibility
for government fiscal and public financial
management in Indonesia, the Indonesia
Ministry of Finannce started to create the
budget transparency system. The Ministry of
Finance strive to close to accountability and
governance by develop:
 Government regulation that constitute
transparency during public finance
process and budget cycle.
 Clear and straightforward government
priorities and objectives for public
financial management.
 Institutional
strengthening
and
bureaucracy reform, to expand a new
value system of accountability .
and good governance Focus on
priorities, objectives and performance
within certain period
 Reporting, publish and auditing in
regular basis to reflect public resource
allocation and spending.
3. RESEARCH METHOD
Open data is data which is made
accessible (usually online), in a standardised
machine-readable format, and under a
license that allows it to be re-used. We are
primarily interested in Open Data initiatives
6

that meets all, or most, of the criteria of the
Open Definition (www.opendefinition.org ).
An Open Data initiative is any organised
activity focused on providing open data
(supply side), or on securing access to open
data (demand side). These may be national
government led open data initiatives, but
may also be thematic and local initiatives for
open data.
The objectives of Open Data:
Transparency. In a well-functioning,
democratic society citizens need to know
what their government is doing. To do that,
they must be able freely to access
government data and information and to
share that information with other citizens.
Transparency isn’t just about access, it is
also about sharing and reuse — often, to
understand material it needs to be analyzed
and visualized and this requires that the
material be open so that it can be freely
used and reused. - See more at:
http://okfn.org/opendata/#sthash.rVELhMjN.
dpuf
Releasing social and commercial value.
In a digital age, data is a key resource for
social and commercial activities. Everything
from finding your local post office to building
a search engine requires access to data,
much of which is created or held by
government.
By
opening
up
data,
government can help drive the creation of
innovative business and services that deliver
social and commercial value. - See more at:
http://okfn.org/opendata/#sthash.rVELhMjN.
dpuf
Participation
and
engagement
–
participatory governance or for business and
organizations engaging with your users and
audience. Much of the time citizens are only
able to engage with their own governance
sporadically — maybe just at an election
every 4 or 5 years. By opening up data,
citizens are enabled to be much more
directly informed and involved in decisionmaking. This is more than transparency: it’s
about making a full “read/write” society, not
just about knowing what is happening in the
process of governance but being able to
contribute to it. - See more at:
http://okfn.org/opendata/#sthash.rVELhMjN.
dpuf

Law no 17 / 2003 on State Finance
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Open Data Components
Data Supply
Reffering to (Web Foundation, 2013)
instruments for Open Data Research, we
define data supply includes activities of
producing data, policy on selecting which
data to be published, policy on setting data
format for publication, processing data into
the format, policy on data licensing and
providing media for data dissemination. Data
supply will decide scope of transparency,
information
quality,
effectiveness
of
utilization and outreach to target groups.
Assessment on Data Supply needs
consideration on some aspects, namely:
 Institution’s (data supplier) interest on
information sharing to other parties.
Questions like whether institution
understands benefits of using the data
for other parties are important to
address.
 Institution’s capacity in conducting data
supply activities, such as producing data,
making policy on selecting which data to
be published, setting data format that is
easier to use for potential users.
 Management system developed by the
institution to support the data supply.
Important issues of the management
system include: how data supplyrelevant work units understand Open
Data principles, and how is development
of system connected among units.
Data Demand
Reffering to (Web Foundation, 2013), data
demand in Open Data is a domain where
data is needed/requested by potential
users/target groups. Data demand is related
to activities of data utilization (by end-users
or intermediaries), re-using the data by
anyone who wish to process the data into
other form of information, provision of
feedback to data supplier institution, etc.
Assessing demand side needs to consider
three issues: potential users’ characteristic
to access to data, flow of data to final target
groups, and existence of intermediaries to
ensure data utilization by these final target
groups.
 Characteristics of potential users’ access
to data, in terms of technology capacity,
knowledge background, habits in using
data, etc. Questions like, how data
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should be displayed, is relevant to this
aspect.
Data flow on final target groups related
to how intermediaries, namely personnel
or application, can access data, deliver
data, or translate data to end users.
Existence of intermediaries related to
how intervention patterns (it may be in
form of policy, project, program, or social
movement) are built to support data
utilization by expected users.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Technology adoption conception model
(Yuliar, 2007) is an approach that uses
Actor-Network Theory to explain how
innovation development occurs by influence
of actors and artifacts that interracts each
other in network and builds ecosystem. In
the ecosystem, innovation takes place. It
includes creating the idea, making the
concept, and implementing it in an
environment, until it receives responses from
the environment. Bruno Latour (Latour,
1987) on adoption conception model said
that an innovation or new technology is at a
domain where various actors -each has
values of their own- are involved, whose
interests are guided by the values, and
make decisions to achieve what they want,
and implement what have been decided.
An
innovation undergoes various
decision domains during its life cycle; from
idea to the final form, namely product or
service system. These decision domains are
different in scope and complexity. Decision
in idea domain is mostly sophisticated,
normative, but not complex because many
operational factors of real world are not yet
taken into consideration. Decision in policy
domain is complex in nature; it deals with
many issues that intertwine simultaneously
and its scope reaches communities and
institutions. Decision in operational domain
(strategic and tactical) involves simplicity
and isolation of issues.
Transparency implementation in public
budget in a government institution can be
explained as the following. In idea domain,
the decision to make is: what form of
initiative that can materialize (normative)
principles of good governance that the
government institution embrace, which
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eventually produces budget transparency
initiative. In policy domain, the decision to
make is, for example, how to put the budget
transparency initiative when it interacts with
existing set of policies and technology
settings embedded in an institution. In
operational domain, the decision to make is,
for example, what kind of public budgets that
are allowed to be in transparency media,
how to manage website so that data
updating is easy, etc.
It
is
clear
that
every
initiative/innovation/technology
introduced
experiences interaction with different actors
or artifacts. In idea domain, budget
transparency idea emerges as a product of
interaction among political actors, good
governance experts, NGOs, and artifacts in
a form of literature on good governance, as
well as in other forms. In policy decision
domain, the initiative interacts with relevant
policies or regulations. In operational
decision level, the initiative will interact with
operational actors and technical artifacts,
such as work operational standard, etc.
Interaction
between
the
initiative/innovation with different actors and
artifacts in every decision domain forms and
modifies characters and behaviors of the
initiative. In budget transparency initiative
case, ideas built in idea creation phase that
are strongly encouraged by willingness to
build good governance through budget
transparency can shift its meaning at
operational decision domain, namely shifting
into routine task of website content update
for servicing public relation.
Various types of decisions and actors
can be grouped into two phases: conception
and adoption phases. Conception phase
begins in problemization on certain practical
situation, which in turn leads to conception
of specific technical configuration –
technological conception. In adoption phase,
various social and technical sources are
employed, social actors and technical
objects are involved, and a new sociotechnical configuration is formed –
technological adoption (Yuliar, 2007).
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Conception Process

Objective
Phenomena

Problemization Moment

Interesment Moment

Process of framing
phenomenon through
desirable or non-desirable
matters, expectations,
and threats. Actors are
very heterogenous and
multi-perspectives

Process of translating
expectations and threats
into new socio-technical
configuration. The
configuration contains:
system design (innovation
design), institution,
standard, initial relation
among actors

Concrete

Abstact

Figure 1. Conception Phase
Adoption Process

Engagement Moment

Mobilization Moment

Elaboration of concept
into work plan, role
setting, SOP, service
standard, technical
applications on which the
technology is applied,
delivery system, etc

Implementation of service
based on SOP or
operation of tools based
on design previously
made

Abstract

New socio
technics
configuration
(Objectives)

Concrete

Figure 2. Adoption Phase
5. CONCLUSION
Referring to the study described above,
disconnection
between
website
or
information service with society still occurs.
Because of that, budget information in the
website becomes unusable, as most
potential users do not understand them. This
problem
occurs
because
website
administrators are more concerned to
technical issues and having insufficient
knowledge on users’ characteristics and
needs. The study also shows that in
conception to adoption process of the
budget initiative, involvement of groups
beyond institution’s internal circle reduces.
At early phase of idea creation, many
external groups and references are involved.
However, at building and management of
budget transparency system, these external
groups are not involved anymore.
This study also reveals that ICT cannot
naturally bridge data supply and data
demand (society). Although the national
budget data is made transparent by
publishing it via website, CSOs or other
institutions that need the budget data can
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utilize it immediately. It may need off-line
processes to support the data utilization.
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